Human Communication Studio’s Interview Prep Module

The UROC Video Curriculum from last summer is now updated with the new Interview Prep Module. Students can access the video material the same way they were accessed in the summer – go to the Human Communication Studio Website, go to the Video Learning tab, click on the Login option in the upper right corner of the page. We will be making sure all accounts can access this video library in the coming week. If the videos cannot be seen, please let us know.

The following 4 videos in the Interview Prep Module should be viewed prior to the event:

1. Interviews: Given Circumstances
2. Interviews: Actionable Intentions
3. Interviews: Physical Patterns
4. Interviews: Virtual Setup

The new module also includes an accompanying "Interview Prep Mini Course" guide for the students. This can be found at the bottom of the module list in the 'Additional Curriculum Resources' section.

**NOTE:** HCS has been testing this new module in the past few days so it is possible that some students may have seen the incomplete module. Please be sure to access all 4 videos through the new module that is now available.